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Abstract: 'Ibis chapter explores the issues of Aboriginal self-government and sustainable development with a
particular foeus on aspects· relevant to food security. The essay develops, describes, and compares self-government
ihiriatives in Canada, Alaska, Greenland and theScandinavian countries with respect to the management of wildlife
and fisheries; environmental assessment and protection; harvestersupport programs; and, economic development
which focuses on commercial production and marketing of country food. Two main principlesare employed to
compare these arrangements-their support for indigenous cultures, and the degree to which they provide Aboriginal
people with real ability ta make decisions or ta influence decision-making processes. The analysis shows that selfgoverntnent arrangements in the circumpolar region vaty both within and between counrries. While none of the
arrangements provide Aboriginal people with jurisdiction over their tertitoty, sorne do create co-management regimes
and advisory structures which provide for the inclusion of Aboriginal concerns in the policy-making process. At the
same time, the challenge of integrating Aboriginal decision-malting systems, knowledge, and values into structures of
governance, which reflect western <oultures and which rely on western science, has not been explicidy addressed in any
of these arrangements. In ail of the areas examined, there are continuing questions about resolving conflicts between
development and the protection ofsubsistence economies.

1. INTRODUCTION

The idea of sustainable development considerably
predates its. widespread current usage. The Bruntland
Report (WeED 1987), however, put sustainable
development into the political and economic arena, and
has served as an important reference point for
discussion and debate. The Report stated its perspective
on sustainable development as follows:

AlI across the circumpolar nortb, indigenous peoples 1
have attempted to gain sorne conttol over decisionmalting about their ttaditional territories. An important
objective for them is ta maintain their subsistence2
economies, and cultures. These economies are often
viewed as exemplaty with respect to sustainable
development. They also have the potential to conrribute
substantially to the food security of local populations.·
Sorne aspects of the relationships between selfgovernment, sustainable development, and food security
are the focus of this paper.

1 This

'Humanity has the ability ta make development
sustainable-to ensure that it meets the needs of
the present generation without compromising the
ability of future generarions ta meet their own

needs' (WeED 1987:8).
Despite widespread support for the idea of sustainable
development, its precise meaning is contested, and the
appropriate sttategies for achieving it are under
considerable debate (Barbier 1997, Kamienieck et al.
1997, Redclift 1991, 1992a; Scluecker 1996). Barrow
(1995:372) points out the 'double uncettainty' of
definitions of the term in the debates over bath
'development' and 'sustainability,' with the poles of the
debate emphasizing either sustained economic growth
with optimism that technological innovations will
ameliorate negative -effects on the environment, or an

paper employs the terms Indigenous, Native and

Ahoriginal peoples to refer to the original people of a
particular territory and their descendants.
2

Berkes and Fast (1996:207) note thatthe dictionary

definition of the tenn subsÎstence as 'what·one lives on'
provides a good description of the way the tenu 1.8 understood
in northem economies. It refers to goods and services ftom
the bush. .1t is not merely an economic concept-it
incorporates social and cultural relationships.
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emphasis on the complete' protection of the physical
environment accompanied by major changes in societal
values concerning material consumption. "Mainstream"

approaches to the term, as reflected in the Bruntland
Report, most often take an approach which envisions
sorne level of continued economic growth leading to
sllstained improvements in the quality of life,
redistribution in order to combat environmental·
degradation associated with poverty and insecurity
.among marginalized peoples, and a vatiety of strategies
to tÜinimize the negative effects of economic growth on
the environment.

The case of Aboriginal self-government is
interesting to explore in the context of the tensions
between economic development and the protection of
the environment. Aboriginal cultures and subsistence
economies have been identified as prime examples of
sustainable development. The Bruntland Report, for
example, noted the vulnerability of indigenous cultures
and economies and made a plea for their preservation
because "the larger society... could learn a grear deal
from the.ir traditional skills in sustainably managing very
complex economical systems" (1987:114-116. See also
Notzke 1994, Usher 1987).3 At the same time, while
many Aboriginal peoples emphasize the protection of
their homelands in order to protect traditional' cultures
.and subsistence economies, they also wish to participate
in economic development in order to improve aspects
of their quality of life. Aboriginal peoples have
atrempted to integrate these objectives in a variety of
self-governing institutions.
Aboriginal self-government also illustrates an
increasing attention in the sustainable development
literature to the importance of local participation and
the shifting balance of power, which this represents.
The growing emphasis on participatory approaches to

3

Ir 1S alsa important to recognize that the association between

Ahoriginal people and sustainable development can support a
starie view of their cultures, societies and economies, which
makes it difficult for them to adapt in ways which are relevant

ro conremporary challenges. Erni (1997:2:3) notes:
"[I]dealising [indigenous peopIes] as 'environmental saints has
taised faIse expectations, and consequently leads to severe
criticism if indigenous communities' start to commercially
exploit sorne of their resources snch as, for example, taking
up small-scale Jogging in their forests .... {T]he widespread,
highly romanticizing preconception of indigenous peoples as
pristine 'ecologically noble savages' implies the denial of the
right to change, ta experiment with new adaptive strategies, te
make rnistakes and leam in order to be able to cape with the

challenges faced by a rapidly changing nanua! and social
environment, in short: to seIf-development."
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local leve! environment management stems from a
failure to recognize the importance of popular
particip"tion in influential reports such as the Brandt
Commission (1980) and the BruntlandReport (WCED
1987) as weH as. the original Wor/d Conservation S fratcgy
document (IUCN 1988). Part of the emphasis on local
participation derives from the recognition that local
people often have profound and detailed knowledge
about local .ecosystems and their relationship with
human societies, and' cao contribute to better decisionmalting.
Abotiginal peoples' historie knowledge of the.ir
environment and its relationship with human activities
has often be.en emphasized in this respect. Indigenous
local knowledge is often termed 'traditional ecological
knowledge' or TEK. Berkes (1993) defined it as follows.
'TEK is a cumulative body of knowledge and
beliefs handed down through generations by
cultural transmission, about the relationship of

living beings (mcluding humans) with one
another and with their environment. Further,
TEK is an attribute of societies with historical:
continuity in resources use practices; by and large,
these are non-industrial or less technologically
advanced societies, many of them indigenous or

tribal' (Berkes 1993:3).
Researchers have found that 'rules of thumb' developed
by ancient resource managers and enforced by social
and cultural m'eans are, in many ways, as' effective as
western scientific presctiptions (Freeman & Cartyn
1988, Gadgil & Berkes 1991). The use of traditional
knowledge may benefit attempts at resource
management in providing more realistic evaluations of
environmental processes, natural resources, and
production systems (Corsiglia & Snively 1997, Duerden
& Kuhn 1998, Redclift 1992b, Warren et al 1993).
The emphasis on local participation in decisionmalting about environments and development
incorporates challenges to contemporary structures of
power and authotity. Redclift points out that decisionmaking about resource 'use and management is "not
simply about the environment outside human control; it
is about the implications for social relations about
bringing the environment within human control"
(Redclift 1992b:33). Local participation
shifts .
conventional top-down, state-centered' decision-making
about economic development and environmental
matrers. The empl';yment of local or indigenous
knowledge systems in environmental management is
itself a political act. Redclift (1992b) has noted that
despite a growing emphasis on more participatory

approaches to local level environmental management,
there has been relatively little attention to the political
implications of this sruft.
In this context, a number of researchers have called

for an examinatio n of the political structures and
institutions that affect the creation and administration of
environmental policy and practice. Meadowcroft (1997) .
sees institutional design as being at the heart of
challenges of planning for sustainable development (see
also Kennetr 1990). Duane {1997) notes the need to
identity principles and s ttuctures that facilitate
community participation in order to make ecosystem
planning effective. Redclift argnes:
'Unless we analyze specifie power structures ·in
relation ta the environment, we are

fi danger of

being far too sanguine' about the potential of
negotiations ànd agreement tabout environmental
management].. We are in danger, in. fact, of
drowning in our own rhetoric rather than

identifYing the underlying political pro cesses
whose understanding would facilitate the
formulation of better environmental policy'

(Redclift 1992b:39).
Arrangements for Aboriginal self-government
provide an example of power structures and decisionmakingprocesses, wruch involve local participants.
The rollowing sections explore the issues of
Aboriginal
self-government
and
sustainable
development, with a particular focus on aspects relevant
to food security. The essay develops a framework tor
evaluating and comparing self-governing structures in
various countries in the circumpolar North. The main
body of the pàper describes and compares selfgovernmentinitiatives relevant to food security Îil
Canada, Alaska, Greenland, and the Scandinavian
countries. By way of conclusion, the paper suggests
further directions for research.

2. ABORIGINAL SELF·GOVER:L~MENTAND FOOD
SECURITY: A FRAMEWORK

various institutional attàngements whichf:'~'Jid~~,

put into place to enable the Aboriginal peCli>losrtli).,
make their own collective decisions' (Boisver1;
1985:5).
The scope of arrangements that could be considered is
porentially broad. It can include arrangements in wruch
Aboriginal people are primarily advisory, as weil as
arrangements, wruch provide them with jurisdiction or
sovereignty over a particular policy area. Clearly, not all
analyses would consider advisory power to represent
reaI -'self-government.' However, experience shows that

where advisory boards and structures establish
themselves as competent, credible, and effective
(Canada 1996a:668) their recommendations are
. frequently upheld by rugher levels of.government, wruch
have ·decision-making responsibility.
Contemporary
approaches
to
sustainable
development and food security cannot foeus only on the
preservation of traditional economies. Duerden (1992)
aceepts that traditional harvesting techniques were
sustainable rustorically, when their focus was primarily
on sustenance. However, he argues that in
contemporary indigenous economies, wildlife harvesring
is not automatically sustainable. Population increases
among indigenous peoples, harvesring for commercial
gainrather man subsistence, and the increasing need for
capital to putchase expensive hunring eqnipment and to
pay for transportation suggest that long-term food
security must involve other aspects of economic
development. Moreover, many indigenous peoples wish
ta re-ceive sorne of the benefits of econornic
development, and make choices about participation in
economic activities. The report of the Canadian Royal
Commission on Aboriginal Peoples reported recently
that;
'Aboriginal people are saying that their economies
should provide choices for people rather than
dictating directions. Economies should he;
capable of supporting those who wish to
continue traditional pursuits (hunring, fishing,

trapping) while enabling those who wish .to
participate in a wage and market economy to

dO

so' (Canada 1996b:779).
In this chapter, 'self-government' is broadly defined to
include structures and organizations, wruch illerease the
influence of Aboriginal peoples in decision-making
about matters that affect their lives. Boisvert's definition
i. appropriate here.

Finally, an important strategy for attaining the goal of
greater . independence from external government
subsidies includes increased e"onomie development on
indigenous peoples' lands.
At the same rime, it is important to proteet
-subsistence economies, wruch producecountty food.,
Activities such as subsistence hunting, fisrung and

'Fundamentally what we are dealing with when
talking about fonns of self-government are the
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1
1
foraging, trapping and pastoralism can make huge
contributions to indigenous economies-, not only in
terms of meeting their nutritionaJ needs but also
improving their health and well-being. Beyond these
contributions, these activities are integral to the'
continuity of indigenous cultures. Notzke (1994:277)
argues that:
'The past two decades have shawn that the
effects of industrial resource development on
small, northem aboriginal communities are
fundamentally. different from thase on nonab original communities. Sturues conducted in
various
communities ... show
the
enduring
importance of wildlife, fish and plant resources in
the livelihood of native people. The reason for
this is that renewable resources do not merely
constirute the economic base for aboriginal
communities, but theit harvesring provides the

major integrative social force' (Notzke 1994:277;
emphasis in original. See alsa Berkes and Fast

1996).
FinaUy, these actlV1t1es are the source for detailed
knowledge of local ecosystems that can contribute to
improved decision-making about environmental
protection. Young (1995:152-3) notes that governments
have often failed to grasp the significance of subsistence
economies, parrly because their contribution is difficult
to assess, and parrly because of a preoccupation with
conventional
forms
of
development.
While
governments are often willing to subsidize conventional
forms of economic development for indigenous
peoples, there have been few initiatives with respect to
subsistence economies. This is despîte the increasing
capital costs necessary to support these economies; and
their contribution to the well-being oflocal peoples.4
These factors suggest that an analysis of selfgovernment initiatives in relation to food security
should include those that focus on protecting
subsistence econolIÙes, and those that attempt to c:reate
alternative local sources of food. Clearly a wide vatiety
of policy areas have sorne impact on food security,
ranging ftom the health of hunters, to the way in which
the educational system affects peoples' atritudes toward
country food. A treatment of the full range of strucrutes
that tnight have sorne influence is beyond the range of
this paper. Here the focus is on aspects rnost ciosely
The recent Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples
(Canada 1996b:472) suggested that incorne support funds

.4

such as social assistance and unemployment insurance could
be used in more imaginative ways to support subsistence
econOffiles.
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associated with food security-initiatives that atternpt to
protect the subsistence economy and develop alternative
local food sources.· In the sections that follow this
chapter will examine whether there are self-government
initiatives in the areas of: the management of wildlife
and fisheries; environmental assessment and protection;
harvester support programs; econotnic development
which focuses on commercial production and marketing
of country food.
To the degree that information exists, the nature of
these initiatives will be desctibed. The need to take into
account both the subsistence economy and other fotms
of econotnic development also suggests sorne of
principles by which to evaluate self-government
initiatives in relation to food security. In her 1995 book
Third World in the First: Development and lndigenous Peoples,
Elspeth Young suggests that a model of development
which takes into account social or cultural, econotnic
and environmental systems is appropriate for evaluating
development options for indigenous peoples.
"[W]hat aboriginal people have needed, and still
neecl, are support systems
development, the characteristics
same as those described
development; what they have

offered have

aimecl at total
of which are the
for sustainable
cOOlIDenly been

been policies and programs

appropriate only to conventional economic or

social development" (Young

19~5:12-13).

Young suggests that ail development initiatives (and by
extension aU initiatives to increase food security) need to
be evaluated in terms of their support for indigenous
culrutes and societies, and, ciosely related to this, the
degree to which they incorporate measures to protect
the environment. Others have made similar arguments
(Berkes & Fast 1996, Usher & Weinstein 1991). In this
context, the self-government initiatives examined in the
sections that follow will be compared according to the
following principJes.

Support indigenous cultures. This principle refers to the
relationship between self-government arrangements and
Aboriginal cultures. Despite years of colonial and
assimilatiorust policîes in many countries, indigenous
people have retained important aspects of their cultures.
These cultures represent sources ,of. meaning, social
organization and the organizing ptinciples for ecological
knowledge. While many indigenous peoples wish to
participate in the benefits of western economies, they
wish to do so in ways that strengthen, rather than erode,
their cultural systems. Berkes et al (1996) caU this
'culrutal sustainability' and suggest that an appropriate

objective is development that "meets the material needs
of the present without compromising the ability of
future generations to retain their cultural identity, social
relationships and values, and to aIlow for change ...in
ways that are consistent with existing cultural ptinciples
of a people".

Real ability to make decisions or to influence decisionmaking processes. This principle refers to the
relationship between self-government arrangements and
non-Ab original political and administrative structures.
In order to proteet subsistence economies and to
develop country food producrion which is compatible
with indigenous cultures, indigenous people require
meaningful input into decision-malting concerning the
environmental impacts of economic development
generally, the management of renewable resources,and
the development of food production strategies. When
decision-makers have realprospects of affecting
outcomes, this aIlows. for the insertion of rraditional
ecological knowledge and pracrices, which embody
indigenous cultural values, world views and institutions.
This review depends primarily on published books
and articles. An overview of the 'gray literature' and
extensive primary research are beyond the scope of the
present analysis; As a result, this chapter may miss sorne
exciting recent developments that break new ground in
the areas of sustaina:ble development, food security, and
self-government. These await research at a later srage.
The objective of this review is to provide a comparative
framework for future research, and to idenrify sorne
gaps in the literature. In addition, for the purpose of this
literature review, this chapter is limited to selfgovernment structures and powers esrablished through
legislation. While it is clear that organizations,
committees, and protocols with significant influence
often develop outside of formal legislative frameworks,
parricularly when legislation is . outdated, these
arrangements are beyond the scope of this chapter.
Finally, the circumpolar north is the main emphasis
in this analysis. Many more southern areas do not
provide the same scope for the maintenance of
subsistenceeconomies and require different frameworks
for analysis. While indigenous people in areas such as
Aftica, South Ametica, Australia and New Zealand have
similar concerns about the preservation of their
traditional cultures and economies, and meaningful
input into decisions about economic development and
food secutity, different histories, as well as political and
legislative frameworks make compatison. very difficult.
Moreover it is difficult to acces.s sufficient materials on
many of these areas. The sections that follow therefore
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describe the situation in northern Canada, Alaska,
Greenland, and the Scandinavian countties.

3. CASE STUDIES FROM THE
CIRCUMPOLAR NORTH
3.1 Land Claims Agreements and SelfGovetnment in Northern Canada
In northern Canada, many groups of Abotiginal peoples
have signed land claims agreements in order to deal with
questions of tide to their traditional territories. The James
Bq)' and Northern Quebec Agriemen~ the Northeastem Quebec
Agreement, the Umbrella Pina/ Agreement with the Counci/for
Yukon Indians, and the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement
incorporate
sorne
form
of
self-government
arrangements. Appendix l provides a general description
of these agreements and their self-government
arrangements. While the nature of ownership rights and
the per capira amount of land vary, ail of the agreements
provide land for Aboriginal peoples (see U sher 1993 for
a description). All of the agreements provide for
Aboriginal harvesting rights beyond the lands owned by
the claimants. The following sections describe ingeneral
terms, the institutions created to deal with the
management of wildlife and fisheries, the environmental
impacts of economic development, support for
subsistence economies, and economic development.

3.1.1 Wildlife and fisheries management
All final agreements provide for a system of joint
management or 'co-manageme~t' of wildlife and
fisheries (see MacLachalan 1993 for a more detailed
examination of the vatious regimes). In ail cases, a new
structure is created: a board whose members are
appointed in equal numbers by govemment and
beneficiaries {Fig. 1). The responsibilities and powers of
the boards fall into two main spheres: supervision of the
harvesring regimes created by the agreements over
which the boards have sorne decision-rnaking powers,
and general wildlife and fisheries management and
conservation in which they have advisory roles. As an
instrument of public govemment, the Nunavut WlJdlife
Mauagement Board appears to have thegreatest powers
over management and çonservation. However, the
ultimate responsibility for management remains with
government: the federal Department of Fisheries and
Oceans {with respect to fisheries and matine mammals)
and Department of the Environment (with respect to
migratory birds), and the territorial Wildlife
Management Services· With respect to terresttial
mammals. The respective Ministers of these agencies

can adopt, rej.ect, or vary the recommendations of the
Board.
The actual structure and powers. of the bo':'ds
under eacb claim vary somewhat. Fo< example in the
Yukon Umbrella Final Agreement there is a separate subcommittee for issues re!ating to salmon, and there are
advisory Councils for each. First Nation. In the NunaVllt
Final Agreement, local and regional organizations.
supervise hunting practices of members and. make
decisions about allocation. In ail cases, though, the
Crown maintains jurisdiction over 'conservation matters
and the enforcement of laws and regulations associated
with harvesting.

• Hunting, Fishing and
Trapping Coordinating
Committee with equal

numbers appointed by

3.1.2 Environmental protection
AlI of the agreements provide for co-management
regimes to deal with environmental protection. These
consist of boards for land use planlling and
management, and impact screening and review. Fig. 2
provides a summary of the bodies created under the
agreements {see Edmondson 1993 for a more detailed
comparison of the vanous Inuit regimes).

Planning and management. Each agreement provides
for a land use planning agency, and sorne (Yukon;
Nunavut) for separate water boards. These boards are
advisory, although the Nunavut Watet Board does
administer watet applications within the regulatory
system established by governments. Members are
appointed equally by government and benefjciary
organizàrions, except in the case of the Yukon Umbrella
Final Agreement in which one third of nominees are put
forward by the Council for Yukon Indians.

• Fisb and Wildlife Management
Board and Salmon Sub-Cotrimitree
with equal numbers appointed by
Yuko,n Firsr Nations and govemment.

• Nunavut Wildlife Management

Board with equal numbers appointed
by the District Inuit Organizations
and by government.
• Local Hunters and Trappers '

Cree, Inuit, Canada, and

• Renewable Resource Councils for

Quebec.

each First Nations Territory with

Organizations have Inuit boards

equal numbers appointed by the First

appointed from Hunters and Trappers

Nations and

Associations.

• Native harvesring

• Harvesting rights for each First

• Inuit harvesting rights outlined in

rigbts outlined in the

Nation established in its Agreement.

the Agreement.

Agreement.

• Board and Sub-Committee make
recommendations to the J\.finister or
Yukon FÎrst Nation bn aU matteIS

• Committee may

decide upper kilI leve!
for sorne species.

related to fjsh and wildlife

• Makes
recorrunendanons!o

management or to salmon,
respectively.

federal or provincial
fishing and ttapping.

• Councils may make
recommendations to the Minister,
Yukon First Nation, or the Board on
any matter related to conservation

• Supervises harvesting
regime established in

modify, or remove total allowable

the Agreement

harvests for fish or wildlife.

governments about
conservation, hunting,

Board and Council may establish,

• Board established levels of total
Allowable harvest, ascertain basic
needs levels, allocates resources. to
tion-~uit residents, established or
rernoves non-quote limits.
• Subject to Acceptance by
appropriate Minister, manages wildlife

and wildlife habitats.
• Hunters and Trappers

Organizations and Regional Wildlife
Organizations regulate harvesting
among their members and allocate
community and regional basic needs

levels

Figure 1.

and Wildlijé

Regimes in Northem Canada, Source Peters (1999)
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o James Bay Advisory Committee

o Yukon Land Use Planning

o Nunavut Planning

on the Envirorunent with four
nominees from each of the Cree,

Council with one nominee from

Commission with equal numher
of nominees by Inuit
organizations and govemments.

Quebec and Canada.
o Kativik Environmental Advisory
Committee with three nominees
frOID each ofthe Kativik Regional
Govemment (KRG), Quebec and
Canada.
o Evaluating Committee with two

the Council for Yukon lndians
and two from govemment.

o Yukon Devctopment
Assessment Board with equal
nurnber of nominees by the

• Nunavut Impact Review
Board with six nominees by

Canada and two from the
Territorial government.
o Chair to be appointed by

Council for Yukon lndians and
Canada.
o Water Board with one third of

nomination from Board.

nominees by the Cree, Quebec and

nominees from the Council for

•

Canada.
o Kativik Environmental Qualiry
Commission with four nominees by
the KRG, live by Quebec.
• Federal Review Conuruttee
North with two nominees from the
KRG, three from Canada.
• Provincial Review Committee
with twû nominees by the Cree,

Yukon lndians.

equal nominees from Inuit

Nunavut Water Board with

organizarions and govemment,
the chair appointed from Board
nominees.

three frOID Quebec.
• Federal Review Committee South
with two nominees from the Cree,

three frOID Canada.

o James Bay Advisory Committee
and Kativik Environmental Advisory
Committee review environmental

policies, legislation and make
recommendations to governments.

o

Evaluating Committee, Kativik

Environmental, Quality Commission

o Land Use Planning Conncil

• Commission recommends ta

.makes recommendations to
govemments and Yukon Firs!
Nations.
• Assessment Board reviews

Minister planning policies and
land use plans.
'

programsorpoliciesaffecting

and Federal Review Committee
North recommend and set guidelines

the environment, audits and
monitors project effects.
• Executive Committee decides

for project reviews.
• Provincial Review Committee,

reviewed and estabIishes review

Federal Revie)" Committee North

panel.

evaluates impact assessments and
make recommendations to
govemment if project shou/d
proceed.

Nations lands, 2/3 of panel
nominated by Council for
Yukon lndians.

o Kativik Environmental Qualiry
Commission decides if project
shou/d go forward.

whether project must be

• If adverse effects are on First

• Review pand makes
recommendation tl) Yukon First
Nation or government.
• Watet Board administers
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• Impact Review Board decides if
review is necessary, reviews
impacts of project, reconunends

to Minister if projects shou/d
proceed and under what
conditions, morutors project
impaçts.
• Nunavut Water Board
administe~s applications for water
use.

Environrnent screening, and review. Each agreement
provides for an impact review process. The process
under the James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement
is particularly complex because of the involvement of
federal and provincial govemments, and the different
regimes for the Cree and the Inuit. The structures
created in the agreements are like those employed in the
Federal Environmental Assessment Review Process
except that Aboriginal organizarionsand govemments
are ,equally able to appoint members. AlI of the
agréements specify that, in their deliberations, the
review processes must take loto account the neecl to
protect Aboriginal peoples' subsistence econouùes and
cultures.

3.1.3 Harvester support programs
The James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement created
programs designed to support harvesting in a direct and
systematic fashion. A Cree Hunters and Trappers
Income Security Board administers an income support
program for the Crees which funds individuals
according ta the cime they spend out on the land. The
Board has equal membership appointed by the Cree
Regional Authorityand the Quebec govemments. The
provincial govemment funds the program, which
guarantees hunters and trappers a uùuimum leve! of
income based on family need, and provides a cash
income depending on the number of days spent
harvesring. The program is wide!y acknowledged to
have maintained a large proportion of the Cree
population on the land, which would not have been the
case without it (for a recent analysis, see Scott & Feit
1992);
The Kativik Regional Govemment is responsible
for regulating and adnùuisteting a hunting, fishing and
trapping support program to guarantee a supply of
,harvested food to "Inuit who are disadvantaged and
who cannot 'hunt, fish and trap for themse!ves or
otherwise obtain' such produce" (s. 29.05). The
'program, funded by the provincial government,
provides for the purchase of harvested food, which is
disttibuted according to established critetia. The
prog,.am also invests in capital equipment for
harves,ting, although this program is more linùted than
the one designed for the Cree.
No cdmparable program has been provided for in
the other agreements, although the Yukon Umbrella Final
Agreement calls for a feasibility study, and Tungavik
Federation of Nunavut negotiated a separate
arrangement with the ,Government of the Northwest
Tertitories (Canada 1996b:480; see also Ames et al.
1989).
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3.1.4 Commercial food production and the
marketing of country foods
None of the Agreements specifically address the
commercial production and marketing of country foods.
The James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement creates Cree
and Inuit corporations to receive compensation monies;

these corporations have powers to assist in creating of
Cree or Inuit businesses and ,economic devdopment

opportuuities. Federal and provincial governments make
commitments to promote economic development
generally, but oruy within the scope of existing programs
and services. While no analysis of these initiatives could
be found in the acadeuùc literature,s there have been
attempts by the Native corporations to explore the
commercial production and marketing of country food•.
Vnfortunate!y, Makivik's recent attempt to promote
commercial harvesting and marketing of caribou is still
not producing profits (George 1999). These, initiatives
deserve further attention.

The Yukon Umbre/Ia Final Agreement alIows for the
establishment of settlement corporations for each
Yukon First Nation. One of the pernùtted activities for
these corporations is to provide loans for traditional
harvesting
and
cultural
aCtlV1tles.
Econouùc
deve!opment will be one of the priorities for the
Nunavut govemment, and this may iJlclude commercial
production and marketing of country food.6

3.1.5 Evaluation
To the extent that provisions in the agreements have (or
will) protect and support subsistence economiesand
environments, they provide some degree of 'cultural
sustainability.' A continuing challenge, though, is how
Aboriginal knowledge and decision-making syStems
articulate with western fotms of governance. None of
the agreements specify how aboriginal knowledge and
systems of management should be integrated, and how
Aboriginal people's perspectives on their environments
and econouùes become part of the decision-malting
framework. Vsher (1993} notes that the language of the
agreements is that of srate management, rather than
reflecting the concepts and understandings of traditional
managers. These issues present continuing challenges

5 But see Robinson et al (1989) and Young (1991) for a
discussion of different structures of invesnnent corporations
for compensation morues.

6Myers (1994) has explored Federal and territorial programs to
support commercial production of country food and fisheries

in the Northwest Territories (see also Nasogaluak 198:,),

for policymakers and participants in committee
processes.
With respect to decision-making powers, Usher
.(1993:60) emphasizes that ail the boards are advisory
without independent jurisdiction over environments and
renewable resoutces.
<The boards are thus clearly not instruments of
self-government or self-management, _but rather
of public government. They do not replace the
exiting management systems, but only provide a
structured basis for ab original participation in
them. They are the designated instruments of
wildIife management, but governments retain
ultimate responsibility. The state manage'ment
system is thus retained.'

At the sametime, because they do provide for
structured participation by Aboriginal peoples, there is
scope for participants to affect outcomes. Berkes
(1994:20) notes that:
'Co-management

arrangements

that

combine

rraditional knowledge and approptiate science
and that spell out rights and responsibilities for
resource management are potentially very
powerful. Despite its sceptics, co-management is
,an increasingly attractive alternative in the

contemporary

world

m

which

local-level

ttaditional contrais alone are in many cases

insufficient, and state-leve! contr?ls simply
inadequate. '

For the Native people, the greatest concern in the
land claims process was the preservation of theit distinct
culture and the subsistence economy upon which it was
based (pienup-Riordan 1984). One major concern of the
congressional aides who drafted the legislation was the
desire flot to establish rese.rvations, which they _saw as
creating dependency, and inviting federal control and
patemalism. Another coneero was the desire flot to
create a new racial category .that might be considered
discriminatory in the future (planders 1989:316-7).
Congress's concems were 'reflected in the terms of the
Act.
The Act did not create reservations. Instead the
tide to the forry-four million acres. of land is vested in a
series of regional and village corporations (Case 1984).
Under the Sett/ement Act, ail of the money and virtually
ail of the land goes initially to business corporations,
and nearly ail of the land claIms benefits to enrolled
Natives flow through these organizations. ANCSA
created twelve regional corporations and over 200
village corporations. 8 . Villages with a minimum of
twenty-five eligible Natives were aIlowed to select lands
around their communities. The surface estate of this
land (22 million acres) was conveyed to the village
corporations. The· subsncface estate to ail village
corporation lands is vested in regional corporations,
which received, in addition, tide to the surface and subsncface estates of another 16 million acres (Arnold
1978:149-150). The remaining 6 million acres conveyed
to Natives by ANCSA was divided amongst
corporations and individuals for a variety of
considerations.

3.2 Land Claims Agreements and SelfGovemment in Alaska

Most Alaskan Natives received one hundred shares
in both the village and regional corporations to which
they belonged (planders 1989:317).' In the decades

The Alaska Native C/aims S.tt/ement Act (ANCSA) of
1971 responded to pressure from Alaska Natives for a
land claIm setdement, and atrempted to clear the way
for the construction of the eighr hundred mile long
Trans-Alaska Pipeline System (London 1989:205). The
act extingnished any rights to land based upon
Aboriginal tide. In return for extingnishment, the Native
peoples of Alaska received tide to forry-four million
acres of land and $962.5 million in compensation
(McNabb 1992:86).1

including those which are subsequendy payable to the Alaska,
were paid to the regional corporations until the full $500 .
million was made available. Because the payment of the
compensation moneys took ove! a decade to complete, it has
been estimated that at least one-third of the real value of the
money was lost to inflation before Natives received it.

These paragraphs d~sctibe the main provisions ofthe Act,
but do not do justice to a substantial number of exceptions.
for a more comprehensive account, see Arnold 1978.

8

7

The $962.5 million in compensation consisted of $462.5

million' ttansferred from the .general revenues of the federal
govemment to the Alaska Native Fund within the United
States -Treasury and $500 million from the revenues generated
by development of natura! resources on federallands. Moneys
from the Alaska Native Fund were paid out over an deven
year period that ended in 1982, while two percent of ail
natural resources royalties received by the United -States,

9

Native peoples living within the boundaties of a regional

corporation but not within the boundaries of a native village
were allowed to receive one hundred shares in a regional
corporation without joining a village_corporation. Natives
who no longer lived in Alaska were entitled to enroll either in
village and regional corporations Iike natives living in Alaska
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following ANCSA there were growing concerns about
the degree to which the act provided protection agamst
the loss of Native lands. Subsequent legislation provided
additional protection from loss through the sale of
shares, as weil as 1088 through adverse possession,
condemnation or corporations debt (Bowen 1991, Case
1984, Flanders 1989). These amendments are beyond
the scope of this chapter.
The purpose of the twelve regional corporations is
to "conduct business for profit" (ANCSA SEC 7(d».
The" corpo'rations receive compensation payments from

federal and state govemments, disburse about half to
village corporations andindividuals, and retain the
remainder. They become owners of the subsurface
estate of allland selected ùnder the Act. They supervise
the incorporation of villages, assist them in thdr l'1"d
selection, and review their spending plans (Arnold
1978:158)
While the role of regional corporations was clearly
defined in the S ett/ement Act, the latter contained no
provision for the regional Native associations from
whicb they had sprung. In addition to organizing the
original land daims, these organizations had carried on a
variety of social programs with grants or contracts from
govemment agencies or foundations. The need for thes.e
functions still existed after ANCSA, and could not easily
be met by corporations whose main responsibility was
to earn a profit. As a result, Native organizations
fottned nonprofit corporations to meet the needs of
Natives in eacb region (Arnold 1978:206-7). These
corporations do not have executive, legislative, or
judicial powers. Instead, they perfottn service functions
such as "health care, employment assistance, job
training, social services, college assistance, recreation
development, and oversight and research pertaining to

occupation of the United States that have not been
explicidy extingnished by an Act of Congrus (Thompson
1993:375). Federal recognition of tribal government
jntisdiction in 'lndian countty'implies recognition of
self-goveming powers .of matters internal to the tribe or
village, taxation, and the regnIation of wildlife and
environment on Native laods. While ANCSA
extingnished ab original tide throughout Alaska and
vested the tide to Native lands in corporations
incorporated under state law, it said norbing about the
sovereign powers of Native peoples and the relationship
between their govemments, the state and the village and
regional corporations (but see Morehouse 1989).
The possible existence of Indian Countty in Alaska
was placed before the courts in State of Alaska v. Native
Vil/age of Venetie. 'O• The Court of Appeals determined
10 In 1986 the tribal govemment ofVenetie, a Native
community that assuriled the ride to its fonner reservation

lands under S. 19(a) of ANCSA, "implemented a Business
Activities Tax 'of five per cent on gains derived from
commercial activities within the village" (Ward Ford

1997:453). When Alaska paid for a new schooho be built in
the community. the contractor was sent a tax bill for

$161,203.15. Immediately Alaska sought a judgment declaring
that the village lacked the authority to impose the tax. By the
cime the Case reached the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, the
issue had become much larger the simple matter of the

Business Activities Tax: did the Village ofVenetie hold
sufficient sovereign powers to occupy Indian Country? The
answer te this question was determined through the
application of a two-part test: "(1) the area had been set aside

from the public domain and dedicated to the use ofIndians
and (2) within the area an operational tribal government .
existed" (Blurton 1996:219). The Court of Appeals answered
both parts ofthe test in the affinnative. Village lands were

natural resources and their uses by natives" Oorgensen

considered withdrawn "from the public domain" despite being

1990:9).
Ali villages orgaoized for profit corporations in
order to obtain the benefits under the Act. Village
corporations do not replace village councils or the·
goveming bodies of municipal governments. Instead,
their roles under the Act are to plan for the use of daims
money received, and to select lands and plan for their

privately owned inste.d of being held in trust by the United·
States like reservations because the lands had been made
available exclusively to the people ofVenetie for a place of
occupation. Furthennore, the lands were made available to

the Village of Venetie to settle its land c1aim (Blurton
1996:2:>3) and the inhabitants were of sufficient homogeneity
to constitute eithet a distinct native corrununity or the

legicimate successorto one (Thompson 1993:384). An

transfer or management.

operational tribal government was viewed to exist within the

Until recendy, there was the possibility that village
and regional corporation lands in Alaska had the status
of 'Indian countty.' Under federal law, Indian nations
retain all sovereign powers originating from the original

village because ANSCA had not elimin.ted the federal trust
responsibility for the inhabitants and the inhabitants, were
entitled to receive 'benefits from federaI Indian programs in
addition to the govemment programs they qualified for as
citizens of the United States and residents of Alaska. The

eligibility for programs beyond those available to EuroAIaskans placed the residents ofVenetie under the
superintendence of the Secretary of the lnterio!.

or enroll in a thlrteenth regional corporation based in Seattle,
Washington that only received a portion of the compensation

moneys.
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that the Village of Venetie had been set aside fmm the
public domain and dedicated to the use of Indians, and
an operational tribal government existed within that
area. As a result the Court ruled that Indian Country
existed in Alaska (Blurton 1996:219). Subsequently, on
appeal to the Supreme Court of the United States, the
ruling in favour of the Village of Venetie was re"ersed.
Two reaSons were given by the court for its decision:
fust, the lands had not been set aside for the exclusive
use of the village because they were owned privately and
could be either sold or leased at any time; and secondly,
the declaration in ANCSA that no new special classes of
.property or trusteeships would· be created effectively
eliminated Alaska Natives from the application of the
federal trust responsibility."
3.2.1 Wild1ife and fisheriès management
ANCSA contains no guaranteed hunting, fishing and
trapping rights for Native peoples (London 1989:86).
The ruling that 'lndian Country' provisions do not apply
to the Alaska Native situation means that Natives are
completely dependent uponthe favor of Congress and
the state legislature for the continning hunting, fishing
and trapping rights that they require to survive as
distinct nations.

Iii 1980 the Federal Government enacted its own
subsistence management regime under the Alaska
National Interést Lands Conservation Act (ANILCA), which
provides for subsistence uses of renewable resources by
'rural Alaska residents' on federal public lands. It
requires that the state establish the same protections on
state and private lands, in order to exercise fish and
garne management authority on federallands. Presendy,
the lands belonging to the village and regional
corporations are classified as private property that is
subject to state legislation. Part of the motivation for
including subsistence rights in ANILCA was the desire
by Congress to protect the traditional vocations of
Native peoples, despite .the fact that ANCSA contains
no guaranteed harvesting rights (Case 1984:26, Caulfield
1992:25, Kancewick & Smith 1991 :645): ANILCA a1so
aIlowed the state to retain unified management of ail
fish and wildlife resources, ·solong as the state's statute
meets federal requirements for a subsistence priority
(Atkinson 1987). Unified management is desirable for
Native subsistence economies. The Alaska land
ownership mosaic, with lands owned by the United
States, Alaska, and the Native peoples, looks more like a
random and haphazard pattern than a rational and

orderly distribution of land amongst a vatiety of
stakeholders (Gallagher & Gasbarro 1989:434). It
requites participation of ail landowners to ensure the
protection of species and environments. Moreover,
Natives' lands are often widely distributed. As a result,
sorne degree of sel[csufficiency is made difficult when
there are difEerent rules regarding access,· acceptable
forms of transporration, the species that may be
harvested, the harvesting methods, and the rimes and
places when harvesting can be undertaken.
Alaska assumed responsibility fot managing
subsistence activities on federal lands in 1982 because
state law was considered to be in compliance with the
provisions of ANILCA. Following a ruling by the
Supreme Court of Alaska in MeVowell v. State,'2 the state
was no longer seen as complying with ANILCA, and the
federal government stepped in on 1 July 1990 to take
over subsistence management on ail federal public lands
(nearly 60 percent of the state). As a result, subsistence
management. now occurs under two separate systems,
federal and state, each with its own distinctive legislative
mandate and separate regulatory framework. While both
federal and state approaches to renewable resource
management include regional and local participation, at
present, there is no requirement that Native people be
represented. 13

A1aska's Native peoples have had sorne suceess in
implementing co-management regimes for wildlife and
fisheries management, in conjunction with [ederal and
state agencies and other user groups. These regimes
have focused on particular species (Adams et al 1993,
Anders & Langdon 1989, Caulfield 1997, Freeman 1989,
Huntingron 1992, Pungowiyi 1997), or particular areas

12 The·Court agreed with a group of urban sport hunters who
argued that the rural resident subsistence priority enacted by
the state violated the provisions of the state constitution
-guaranteeing all residents equal access to p:ublic lands and the
fish and game resources living on those lands. In agreeing
with this argument, the court declared that the creation of a
subsistence priority was a valid legislative objective but "the
rural/urban distinction was an unacceptably crude means !o
accomplish this- pwpose" beca:use there were many rural '
residents entitled ta subsistence harvesting rights who are not
subsistence harvesters and many urban residents not entitled
to subsistence harvesring rights who are subsistence
harvesters (Kancewick el al 1991:672). The court felt that
personal neecl was a more appropriate cleterminant of shoulcl
be entitled ta subsistence harvesting rights.

Alaska's proposed management structure include
representation for Native people on regional advisory
councils.
13

State of Alaska v. Native Village ofVenetie Tribal
Government, 1998 96-1577, at 4-7.

11
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(e.g., Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta Waterfowl Maoagement
Plan). The 1994 amendments to the Marine Mammal
Protection Act gives the National Marine Fisheries Service
,in the Depattment of Commerce and the V.S. fish and
Wildlife Service, authority to enter into agreements with
Alaska Natives to co-manage thesubsistence use of
Alaska matine mammal stocks. This agreement may
include funding for research and the development of comanagement structures with Federal and State agencies
(Bu~k 1994).
3.2.z'Environmental protection
. Although there is virtually no attention ta issues
concerning Native people and envitonmental protection
in Alaska, the situation is similar ta the management of
wildlife and fisheries. There are no legislated
opportunities for Native participation· in land-use
planning or in the impact assessment and review of
proposed deve/opments on either federal or state lands.
Moreover, the complex co-existence in many places of
village and regional corporations, tribal councils, and
municipal governments means that there are different
interests even within the Native community. As a result
of their experience with a social impact assessment in
Hydaburg, Alaska, a town in which Haida comprised 85
percent of the residents at that rime, Gondolf and Wells
(1986) note that "Hydaburg was shown to be facing a
growing conflict between resource deve/opment and
environmental preservation. It appeared that the conflict
could best be mitigated by maximizing Native se/fdetermÎnation. "

3.2.3 Commercial prodnction and marketing of
country foods
Reindeer herding had a long history in Alaska, although
many of the herds declined during the Depression
(OIson 1969). Since the 1937 Reind..r Act passed by
Congres s, reindeer ownership have been restricted to
Natives. After the 1960s there has been increased
interest in developing a Native reindeer indusrry
(Waddeson 1998), but herding has since declined. Many
Native Alaskans are involved in the commercial salmon
fishery as patt of a mixed subsistence-cash economy in
rural Alaska. While there does not seem to be a welldeve/oped market for counrry foods in Alaska; at. the
same rime, the sharing of foods, even at great distance,
. is quite common (Caulfie/d 1999).
3.2.4 Evaluation
By and large, the corporate structure through which the
lands of Natives are owned and managed has failed ta
fulfill the needs and expectations of Native peoples. The

economic performance of almost ail village and regional
corporations has not been encouraging. Many have
consistendy lost money and bordered on bankrnptcy
(McNabb 1992:88-90). Equally important is the misfit
between corporation structures and Native cultures and
values. Fitst, corporations are foreign structures mat
have been imposed on Natives as a way of integrating
them into Euro-Alaskan socierywithout paying
attention to their cultural realities (planders 1989:317)..
The day to day management and its associated
vocabulary; shares, dissenter rights, dividends, boards of
directors and bankrnptcy; are inaccessible to many
Natives (Anders 1989:288). Second, profits can only be
realized through the active deve/opment and
exploitation of the lands that many Natives. consider ta
be the mostimportant thing for the survival of their
identities and cultures. There may be contradictions
betweeneconomic deve/opment and the protection of
the subsistence economy.
With respect to decision-making powers, while
ANCSA gave Alaska Native peoples considerable
autonomy concerning disposal and deve/opment of their
lands, the lack of opportunities and the capabilities of
the Native pèoples meant that sOIl\e of the components
for meaningful independence have been absence.
Moreover, Alaska Natives have rio legislated
participation in decision-making about renewable
resource management and environments outside their
lands. The lands under state and federal jurisdiction are
nevertheless essential for the maintenance of
subsistence economies.
One way for sorne Native groups to have more
control over local subsistence issues could be through
the establishment of boroughs, a form of regional
government. The North Slope Borough, incorporated in
1972~ has been one of the strongest and most effective
Native local governments in Alaska. The North Slope
Borough's collection of property taxes from ail field
deve/opment made it one of the richest local and
regional governments in the U.S. The Borough invested
heavily in a capital improvement program and provided
high leve/s of employment. At the same rime, the
Borough also pursued policies for environmental
protection and subsistence resource management.
Koapp and Morehouse (1991) note that, beginning in
the late 1970s, the borough .claimed decision-making
. authorityin a vatiety of areas, including the regulation of
caribou hunting, the taking of whales, and the
deve/opment of onshore and offshore petroleum
resources. While these initiatives were resisted by state,

fedetal, and international regulatory bodies, the borough
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made significant inroads into management decisionmaking.
'North Slope Borough leaders have aggressiveiy
assened the borough's regulatory powers while
reeognizing the rea! politiea! and lega! !intits on
local government authority. They have also
reçognized the necessity for negotiation,
bargaining, and compromise with external
agencies. In purswt of conflicting inteœsts in
development and preservation, borough leaders
have at:tempted to protect the traditional lnupiat
subsistence culnire· by playing a modern

Ameriean game of polities' (1991:308).

3.3 Land Claims Agreements and SelfGovernment in Greenland
Greenland, the world's largest island, lies within the
arctic climatic zone. Of its total area of 2,175,000 sq.
'km., only 341,{i00 sq. km. are free of pepnanent Îce. As
ofJnly 1998, the popnlation was59,309, scattered along
thecoasrline in many settlements and towns. Colonial
rule by Denmark ended in 1953 when -Greenland
became fuIIy integrated into the kingdom of Denmark.
In response to the Home Rule rnovement of the 1960s
and early 1970s, the Danish govemment, in 1978,
passed the Home Rule Act, and Greenlandic Home Rule
came into force in 1979. Home Rule is defined in
territorial ratherthan ethnie terms, but Danes make up
less than one fifth of Greenland's population, and the
indigenous people of the island are increasing their
representation in govemmenral institutions.
Greenland remains part of the Kingdom of
Denmark, and, as Tremblay and Forest (1993:52) point
out, Home Rule was not a recognition of Aboriginal
rights to self-determination, but represents authority
delegated from the Danish Parliament.
'The system of internai autonomy (Home Rule) is
thus based on the maintenance of national unity.

This implies, in particular, that the entire [Danish)
Constitution is still in effect for Greenland, that
Greenland continues to belong to the Kingdom

of Denmark, that sovereignty is still in the hands
of the authorities of the Realm, and that the
system of self-government cau orny be applied
constitutionally by means of legislation whereby

the Folketing [Danish Parliament) deiegates sorne

powers over certain fields of jurisdiction. It also
provided for local governments with authority over
these fields. AlI fields of jurisdiction mentioned in the
Act were subject to transfer by J anuary 1992. These
fields included taxation, trade, education, transportation
and ·communication, social security, housing, wildlife
preservation and conservation, economic development,
and environmental protection. Duting the negotiations,
there were disagreements about control over subsurface
minerai resources (Lyck 1989). :Mineral resources were
not rransferred, but preliminary prospecting and
exploitation are subject to joint decision-making. Areas
of jutisdiction, such as constitutionallaw (mcluding the
administration of justice), foreign relations, national
fmances, and defense remain with the Danish
Parliament. However the Home Rule Act specifies that
before legislation that direcrly affects Greenland cornes
into effect, Greenland authorities must be consulted.
Larson (1992) argues that Home Rule brought about a
significant transfer of legislative authority from
Denmark to Greenland.
The Home Rule Govemment of Greenland has
pursued two main aims in its policy developmenrincreased political and economic independence from
their former colonial power, and the protection of
Greenlandic Inuit culture. Climate and location mean
that there are few opportunities for economic
development, which are competitive on world markets,
and about half of govemment revenues come from
grants from the Danish govemment. Increased
independence is predicated, in part, on decreasing
subsidization from the Danish govemment. In
attempting to increase economic self-sufficiency,
Greenlandic authorities have emphasized both
increasing exports and greater use of locally produced
foods. In the context of relatively Iimited options for
economic development, the Home Rule Government
has invested substanrially in modernizing fishing fleets
and processing plants and has emphasized increased
commercialization of fisheries in its policy rnaking
(poole 1990).14 Since 1988, Greenland's political
leadership has also sought to strengthen home markets
for country foods thtough regulation and by incre~sing
effidency of processing and transportation. Marquardt
and Caulfield (1996:115) note that since the
implementation of government palides to strengthen

of its power to the Home Rule administration.'
14

The core of the Greenland Home Rule Act is the rransfer
of legislative and administrative powers in pamcular
fields tothe Home Rule authority. The Act provided for
the estàblishment of a legislative branch with legislative

The Greenlandic economy, particularly in terms of exports,

depends almost entireiyon fisheries; the shtimp fishety is by
far the largest incarne earner. There have been sorne
hydrocarbon and minerai exploration activities reœntly, but
there are no initiatives close to the production stage.
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the country foodeconomy, the cost of imported meat
products declined by about 12 percent.
Subsistence hunting continues to underpin the
social economies of many communities, however, and
the cultural significance, of subsistence hunting extends
to the non-hunting portion of the Inuit population
through the shating and consumption of hunting and
fishing products. In order to safeguard the future of
hunting economies, the Home Rule authorities have
begun to outline and put into practice their own
envboonmental strategies and policies (Nuttall 1994:2326). It is not clear, though, what raIe in fottnulating
these policies is played by intlividuals primarily engaged
in subsistence pursuits, or what the role of traditional
ecological knowledge is in creating environmental
protection strategies. There is also no treatment in the
Iiterature of who participates in decision-making about
renewable resource management and hunting and
fishing regulations, and what sources of knowledge
inform decision-makers.
There are sorne suggestions in, the literature that
the Home Rule Govetrunent faces difficulties in
pursuing both of its primary goals simultaneously, since
independence must be facilitated through increased
revenue from renewable and non-renewable res'aurees,
which can conflict with the objective of protecting the
subsistence economies on which traditional Inuit culture
is based. As Nuttall (1992) points out, the change in
emphasis ta cotrunercial fishing from subsistence
hunting is accompauied by changes in social and
economic relationships and the siguificance of local
places and communities. Nutta1l (1992: 177) argues:
"Thé social and 'economic changes that took
place as a result of Danish development Ied to the
image of a Greenlandic nation, an Inuit
homeland: Ka/ao/lit Nunaat, 'the Greenlands'
land'... Since Home Rule, however, the initial
ethnie identity has given way to a political identity
infonned hy a nationalist ideology that no longer
plays on ethnicity. Committed to a process of
nation-building, Greenlandic Home Rule wishes·
develop the economy in tenns of Greenlandic
conditions and aspirations. But how difficult is it
for such devdopment to proceed in accordance
with the customary Inuit regulation of rdations
bet\Veen the human and natural worlds? .. The
idealogical conillet bet\Veen commercial fishing
and subsistence hunting is... bound to intensify as
loealized social economies are gradually
integrated into the national infrastructure" (See

to

3.3.1 Evaluation
In the context of Home Rule, Inuit people have gained
very real decision-making power over many aspects of
their lives. Greeulanders, most of whom are Inuit, have
jntisdiction over matters having ta do. with
environmental protection and the management of
renewable resources. However, major challenges face
the Home Rule govemment as it atrempts ta balance
subsistence needs with the need for economic
development, and atrempts to protect Inuit cultures
based on subsistence economies.

3.4 Sami Land Claims Agreements and SelfGovemment
The Sami are an indigenous people living mainly in the
arctic and subarctic areas of four countties. They
number about 60-70,000 in total-in Norway about
40,000, in Sweden about 17,000, in Fiuland about 5,500
and in the Kola Peuinsula of Russia about 2,000
(Sillanpaa 1997:215). Although the Sami population is
largely concentrated in northem Scandanavia, Sami
remain a minority in most communities. Best known as
a reindeèr herding culture, the Sami were not originally
reindeer herders and are not predominantly herders
today. The semi-nomadic Sami once relied on a mix of
hunting and fishing, depending on wild reindeer, marine
mammals, birds and bird eggs, fish and wild herbs.
Beach (1994: 152) estimates that ouly about 10-15 per
cent of Sami in Sweden and 5-8 per cent of Sami in
Norway are reindeer herders. However reindeer herding
has become an important symbol in the maintenance of
the Sami culture. Beach (1994:152) notes that the Sami
"regard the reindeer as a basic goardian of their culture,
their language and their identity."
Sami cultural identity has experienced a renaissance
since the 1960s and the Sami have increasingly
challenged the control over their lives and identities of
the. states in which they live. Although political
developments have varied in each country, the Sami
have generally put forward three inter-related positions
with respect ta Aboriginal title.
!ICa} Legal recognition of the continued existence

of a traditional Sami.. Jivelihood, particularly
hunting and fishing, .. Many Sami feel that such
aboriginal rights should not be tied exclusively to
the administration of re.indeer husbandry.

(b) Na Sami group has ever conceded land
ownership to the state... To the Sanii, the
question of title to the-lands remains open; to this
end they have challenged the three states as ta

also Poole 1990:116),
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their acquisition and administration of 'ownerless
lands.'
(c) The Sami have demanded a share in revenues
derived from the exploitation 'of resources within

their home!and. (Sillpanaa 1997:205)"
Political and administrative responses to the Sami land
tide issues have vatied considerably in the four countries
within which the Sami peoples are found. Land daims
issues are only beginning to be recognized in Russia.
(Fondahl 1997), and the rest of this section focuses on
the remaining countties. A1though each of the three .
. NOMe countties hascreated bodies to study and make
recommendations concerning Sami rights to land, none
has enacted laws granting land or financial
compensation for loss of land, nor have they agreed to
negotiate with Sami to setde land daims. The attitude
toward Sami land rights varies hetween the three
countries. While Norway appears to have a comntitment
to deal with historie land rights, there is no recognirion
of Sami daim to Ahoriginal tide in Sweden. In Finland,
work continues on legislation to create a· Sami
Homeland. However, in its present legislarion, Finland
does not guarantee the Sami rights to land, water, or
natural resources (Finnish Sami Padiarnent 1997).
Where resource rights have been conferred on the
Sami, these have been focused exdusively on reindeer
herding Sami, and viewed as privileges that can be
revoked through changes in policy (Beach 1994:152).
Herding Iaws passed..in the Iate 1800s atrempted to
. protect farmers from grazing animals, and separated

• Advisory to Norwegian
government Scope is any
matter the Assembly views aS

particularly affeeting Sami
people.
•
May bring.matters to the
attention of public authorities
and private institutions.
• Djstributes economic
subsidies, prepares proposals
on Sami initiatives for inclusion

in budget, other de!egated
funcrions.

hunting and fishing from herding rights. Regulations
imposed sinee the 1970s have attempted to modemize
herding for more profitable meat production. While the
association between herding, owning herds and Sami
ethnicity varies between countries, none of the three
countties has provided explicit support for a mixed
economy which indudes herding and other subsistence
activities (Beach 1994).
In Sweden, NorwaYi and Finland, e1ected Sami
Assemblies have been created to represent Sami from aIl
parts of the country. Korsmo.(1994:163) describes these
Assemblies as 'conciliatory polides' toward a small,
scattered minority, noting that they have no jurisdiction
over territory.
'[Olne of the main eoneerns of each Saami
Assembly is the rights to land and water in the

'The

nom.
separation of political institutions
'from territory renders the institutions superfluous
in national or regional decision processes ,and
limits the instiru:tions' legitimacy in the eyes of the
constituents. 'Ibis forces the institutions to act on

the symbolie leve! and, if there is a budget or staff
of any sae, through the u.se of patronage' (See
also Oysten 1989).
However, Korsmo (1994:165) also notes that the
creation of the Assemblieshas provided Sami with the
means of pursning their objectives in the existing
jurisdictional and administrative structures of each
country.

• Advisory to Swedish

• Advisory to Finnish

Government. Cooperates in

government. Overs~es rights of

planning of deveJopments
affeeting Sami interests (e.g.,
land and water planning
affeeting reindeer herding).

the Sami.

• Gives information about
Sami conditions.

• Promotes economic, social
and cultural condition of Sami.
• Initiates, makes propos~s
and gives reports to Finnish

authorities regarding

• Appoints members of the
Sami 'sehool board. Leads Sami
language work.

home!ands, water and wildlife

• Distributes government and
other funds dedicated to Sami
use. -

management in Sami areas,
reindeer hercling, education and
'other matters.'

environmental protection and
development in Sa.au

Jou.rœs: Beach 1994, Korsmo 1996, Sillanpaa 1992, 1997
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Figure 3 describes the sources of authority, powers
and functions of the Assemblies in eàch of the
Scandinavian countries. In each counrry, the Assemblies
are advisory with no independent legislarive powers.
Korsmo (1996: 165) argues, though, that the national
context in which these bodies. work and the nature of
the Assemblies and their relationships with other Sami
organizations create variations in the roles they play. She
notes that 'Norway's response to Sami demands has
been more comprchensive than that of cither Finland or
Sweden, and this response, in combination with ait
Assembly that has been able to project an appearance of
unity to national and international audiences, has meant
that the Assembly plays an important role. The
introduction of the Assembly in Sweden "came about
not as part of a deliberate shift in the area of Sami
rights, but rather as a mted concession and an effort to
balance the disparate interests among herders and nonherders" (Korsmo 1996:168). The Swedish Sami
Assembly is relatively new, and this, in addition to the
conflicts within the Assembly and a less than supportive
general policy context for Sami demands, has mted the
effectiveness of the Assembly to date. Korsmo
(1996:172) notes that it has takentime for the Finnish
Sami Assembly to become part of the regular
consultative process, citing both the mted resources
available to the Assembly, and the 'no-hurry' atritude by
government officiais conceming Sami rights to water
and land.
3.4.1 Evaluation
The lack of protection for land or recogmnon of
subsistence activities other than herding has meant that
indigenous cultures are not weil protected. Moreover,
Korsmo (1996) argues that the emphasis on reindeer
herding as the only recognized form of Sami traditional
economies creates divisions among the Sami people.
Beach notes that:
'The linkage of Saami resource rights to reindeer
herders alone has not only separated many nOfi-

herding Saami from their lands and deprived
them of compensation maney paid by the state
for expropriation, it has aIso pIaced Saami culture
and identity in an extremely vulnerable: position....

Bence, any threat to reindeer herding like that
caused by the April 1986 nucJear disastet at
Chem0byl not only jeopardizes the economy and
lifestyI'es of ~e herders the:r;nselves, but it rusa-

Moreover, state regulation of reindeer herding in the
name of scienrific management as weil as continuing
encroachment of extractive industries on the land has
eroded the abilities of Sami herders to pracrice
tradirional herding techniques and led to questions
about the sustainability of reindeer herding practices
(Bjorklund 1990, Forrest1997).
All of the Assemblies .are advisory bodies only.
Howevet, their existence means that they have a
structured place in policy malting. Korsmo (1996:177)
summarizes the lessons for approaches to representing
Aboriginal peoples, to be learned from the Sami
Assemblies.
'First, a nationwide, elected body of representatives
the patennal to engage the national
govermnent in consultation at the preliminary and

has

agenda-setting stages· rather than during the late
stages of policy making... Second, the
representative

assemblies

provi.de

a

political

channel for the assertion of territorial claims when

the litigation route is either not available or not
effective.'

She notes that each of the Assemblies has won
important concessions with respect to territory or
environment in recent years.

4. CONCLUSION
Self-government arrangements in the circumpolar
region are quite varied, reflecting the different
coneUtions under which they were negotiated. While
none of the arrangements provide Aboriginal people
with jurisdiction over their territory, sorne do create comanagement regimes and advisory structures which
provide for the insertion of Aboriginal concerns into the
policy-making process. This formai role for Aboriginal
representation bas resulted in a number of concessions
with respect to the protection of subsistence economies
and the environments on which they rely. At the same
rime, the challenge of integrating Aboriginal decisionmaking systems, knowledge and values into structures of
governance that reflect western cultures and that rely on
. western science, has not been explicidy addressed in any
of these arrangements. In ail of the areas examined,
there are continuing questions about resolving conflicts

between development and the protection of subsistence
.econOmIes..
While a review of self-government arrangements

constitutes a serious thIea! to Saami native rights
in genera!.' (Beach 1994: 194)

that relies on legislated arrangements provides a useful
framework for begituting to think about self220

government and food security, it cannat do justice ta
the way decision-making actually occurs in day-to-day
contexts. Social and political systems for managing the
environment have specifie local configurations.
Rabbins' examination of state and local management of
forest and pasture lands in Rajasthan, lndia, for
example, found that an explanation of ënvironmental
outcomes could only be based on the particular ways
bath state and local power was integrated into local
systems of "hegemony, domination, and 'control"
-(1998:429). In other words, legislated arrangements do
not reflect ail the power relationships and strategies that
affect particular outcomes. A necessary next step, then,
is ta study the ways in which decisions reflecting food
.secutity issues are actually made inparticular places at
particular times.
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Appendix 1: Self-government Agreements in Northem Canada

The James Bay Cree

The Northern Quebec Inuit

The 1975 James Bqy and Nor/hem Quebec Agreement, as. it
pertains to the Cree, involved eight bands 15 and the area
contained in the James Bay Municipality in northem
Quebec. In 1996 the Cree population in the area was
about 11,000, éomposing over 90 percent of the village
populations. Each band has Category l and II lands.
Categoty l lands were set aside for the "exclusive use and
benefit" for Cree bands and communities. Cree local
governments on Category l lands are ethnie in character,
and ptimarily under federal jutisdiction. 16 Their powers
resemble those of Quebec municipal govemments with
responsibilicies to administer services, preserve Cree
culture and the welfare of band members, and with
additional powers in the· areas of environmental and
social protection. Band Councils have jutisdiction over
band members, defined pursuant to the James Bqy
Agreement, and other residentsthey have given permission
to reside on Category l lands. The Cree Regional
Authority, a public corporation, has its corporate seat in
Category l lands. Cree bands may delegate powers to
administer programs to the Authority.
Category II lands which are the immediate environs
of Cree se.tdements, are under provincial jutisdiction.
These lands represent areas most extensively used. in
harvesting by, Cree communities, and the Cree have
exclusive tights of hunting, trapping and fishing on them.
Category ID lands are open to both Natives and
Non-Natives for hunting and fishing, but Natives are
exempt from provincial regulations except on wildlife
reserves, and have guaranteed harvesting rights to sorne
species. While the Agreement explicidy gives Quebec the
rights to economic development on Category II and III
lands, these rights are subject to Cree hunting rights and
to the environmental regime set out in the Agreement.
Health, social services, education, policing and justice
were placed under ptovincial jutisdiction, but the
Agreement created advisoty bodies with Cree participation
and mandated ways in' which the delivery of services
should be made more culturally appropriate to the Cree. '

The James Bqy and Nor/hem Quebec Agreement, as it pertains
to the Inuit, involves 13 villages and Quebec, north of
the 55th parallel. In 1996 the Inuit comprised more than
87 percent of the population in the region. Most Inuit are
beneficiaries under the James Bqy Agreement."
Uke the Cree, each Inuit have Category l and II
lands. Category l lands correspond to Inuit villages and
their peripheries; these have been set aside for the
'exclusive use and benefit' of Inuit beneficiaries. The tide
to these lands is vested in an Inuit Landholding
Community Corporation in each village,' which may use
the lands for 'commercial, industrial, residential or other
purposes' for the Inuit community. On Category II
lands, adjoining Categoty l lands, the Inuit community
has exclusive rights of hunring, trapping and fishing.
Categoty III lands comprise the largest portion of the
territory, and are public lands over which the Native
parties enjoy exclusive trapping and certain other rights.
Local and regional govemments are not ethnie in
character-allresidents, Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal
may vote, be elected and otherwise participate. Each of
the 13 villages is incorporated as a municipality under the
Quebec Cilies and Towns Act; with powers similar to those
of other Quebec municipalities. Municipal b6undaries
and Category l lands do not coincide. At present,
however, most municipal land is held by the Inuit
Landholding Corporations. The Agreement gave the
Kativik Regional Govemment powers of a northern
village municipality over the temtory, which is not part
of the village corporations, and regional powers over the
whole temtory including the muniopalities. Kativik
manages the Inuit harvesting support program and is
responsible for local administration. It administers health
and social services, education, manpower training and
utilization, and a regional polièe force for residents north
of the 55th parallel. In the area of municipal services,
Kativik can make ordinances with respect to local
transportation and communications, and building, road
construction and sanirary standards.
17 A number of communiries did not feel that the James Bq)' and
N'or/hem Quebec Agreement adequately dealt with issues of self-

15

A nin,th band, the Ou;e Bougoumou Band was created in

goverrunent, and in 1988 Makivik, an organization set up
under the Agreement ta manage compensation monies for the

1991.
16Category l lands are split into lA lands under federa!

Inuit, suhmitted a draft self-govemment proposa! entitled

jurisdiction, and IB lands under provincial jurisdiction. Cree

"The Constitution of Nunavik" ta the Quebec government.
Negociations began in 1990 and a framework agreement was

local govemment over Category IB lands is through
provincially created municipal corporations. However, there
,are no semements on Category ru lands at present.

signed onJuly 21,1994. Futther progress has stalled in the
context of sovereignty issues in Quebec.
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péilitical structure for Nunavut, with provisions for a new
government to come into force in April 1999.
The Nunavut Agreement covers more than 2. M km2
and establishes several categories of land over which
Inuit have various rights. Inuit Owned Lands constimte
355;1l42 km2 and were granted to the Inuit in fee simple,
alienable only to Territorial or Federal governments or to
Nunavut municipalities. These lands Me not under the
jurisdiction of the lndian Act. Of these lands, Inuit have
surface rights to 317,972 km2 and surface and subsurface
rights including mineral rights to over 37,870 km 2• The
Regional Inuit Associations of the three regions-Baffin,
Keewatin and Kitikmeot-hold title to surface rights,
whilesubsurface title is vested in Nunavut Tungavik Inc.,
which represents the Inuit residents of the territory. The
Agreement provides for free and unresttlcted harvesting
rights on the rémaining Crown lands, park lands, water

Yukon First Nations
First Nations peoples make up about 21 % of the Yukon
population of jtistover 33,000. The 14Yukon Fitst
Nations participated in negotiations for self-government
and for a land claims settlement concurrently. In the
1993 Umbre/Ia Final Agreement, the section on selfgovernment was developed as a statement of principle
and as an enabling provision, subject to individual Yukon
First Nation negotiation. At the end of the process,
fourteen Yukon Fitst Nations will have sigoed selfgovemment agreements.

Under the Agreement, each Yukon Fitst Nation has
special rightsover its traditional territory, including rights
to non-commercial hatvesting, and participation in the
management of Forest resources. Within these territories,

each Yukon Fitst. Nation has two categories of
Settlement Lands. Category A limds provide the Fitst
Nation fee simple ritle, including the subsurface.
Category B lands provide fee simple title, excluding the
subsurface, but with public access for wildlife hatvesting.
The Umbrella Final Agreement provides for e",tensive joint
management regimes over ail Yukon land and resources,
which are not found in Fitst Nations' Settlement Lands.
First Nations can also negotiate representation on public
bodies concerned with education, health and social

and marine areas in Nunavut. 18

According to the provisions of the Act, Nunavut
powers and jurisdiction will be like that of the two
existing tertitories. }Iowever, as pa;:t of a land claim
agreement, the commitment to establish the Nunavut
Territory and its government Me constimtionally
protected, although the legislative powers of the
Nunavut government are not. The Nunavut Act provides
for the establishment of a public government through an
elected Legislative Assembly. Public government means
that ail citizens of the territory, whether they Me Inuit or
not, may participate in the functions of government.
However, because the Inuit make up about 85 percent of
the population of the territory (about 21,000 in 1996),
Inuit will likely make up the majority of representation.
Moreover, the Nunavut Land Claim Agreement provides
that Inuit will have equal membership with govemment

services, j?-stice, and 'other matters.'

The self-government agreements provide for Fitst
Nations jurisdiction over lands and citizens. With ;:espect
to its Settlement Lands, each Fitst Nation has exclusive
powers of internal management and self-administration
and the ability to makelaws which include municipal-like
by-laws as weU as laws concerning the management of
namral and wildlife resources, the protection of the
environment, taxation, and the 'administration of justice.

representatives' on ne:w institution~ of public government

Fitst Nations can also. make laws that apply to theit
Citizens in the Yukon, whether they are living on or off
Settlement Lands. These laws Me in Meas that include
health and soc~al services, education, culture, training
programs, adoption and marriage and taxation.' First
Nations may delegate their powers to other bodies, both
Aboriginal andnon-Aboriginal.

to manage the land, water, offshore and wildlife of the
Nunavut Settlement Area and to assess and evaluate the
impact of development projects on the environment.
Community level authority is increased with the
creation of Nunavut. Article 14 of the land daims
agreement grants existing commlll1Ïties in Nunavut
municipal stams. Municipal lands, conveyed to municipal
corporations in fee simple, include lands used by the

Nunavut
The Nunavut Land Claim Agreement, ratiHed by the Inuit in
November of 1992 and passed tbrough the Canadian
PMliament on June 10, 1993, set out the land regime in
the eastem pa;:t of what was the Nortbwest Territories,
and provides for Nunavut politlcal development. The
Nunavut Act, passed on the same date, provided for the
immediate establishment of a Nunavut Implementation
Commission to advise the federal and territorial
governments, and Tungavik on the establishment of the

commlll1Ïty for subsistence and recreation, but exclude

Inuit Owned Lands. Nunavut municipalities hold . land
use planning and zouing authority and the Agreement
guarantees consultation with the municipality on wildlife
management issues and regional planning decisions as
weU as monitoring hatvesting practices.

18The inclusion of rights to marine areas is a fust for a land
daim in Canada.
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